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Abstract. In this paper, we present results of the work which allow us to prove geometry theorems 
by the parallel numerical method based on the multi-instance numerical r’etijication of a!gehtaic 
identity. The algebraic principle of the parallel numerical method is discussed and illustrated 
intuitively; the advantages of our method are given. It is acceptable on the complexity of‘ hot/t 
memory and time. It can be used to prove non-trivial geometric theorems by microcomputer, even 
by hand. We give some examples proved by parallel numerical method, including certain new 
unexpected results. 
In the recent decade, owing to Wu Wentsun’s outstanding wrlrk, a Sreat break- 
through was made in the field of mechanical theorem proving which has attracted 
increasingly world-wide attention. Deciding mechanically whether a proposition is 
true or false is now possible in some fields, particularly elementary geometry, a goal 
of many mathematicians ince Descartes’s age. 
The realization of mechanicai theorem proving depends on the high-speed calcula- 
tion of computers. To raise the computer’s calculating capacity, one important 
method is to develop the parallel machine and the parallel algorithm. Therefore, 
the study of the parallel aigorithm of mechanical theorem ~ro~~ii~g has profound 
significance. 
In this paper, we discuss the parallel numerical method of mechanical theorem 
proving based on the multi-instance numerical verification of algebraic identity. lt 
is well known that there are many methods to decide whether an algebraic equality 
of univariable is identical. For instance, given Qiy bA, to see if the equality 
(x+a!j(x+a,)~x+a,)(x+a,)=b,,x'+b,x3+6~x2+blx+bj (U 
is identical, we can use any one of the following methods: 
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(1) Fonnial calculation: expand the left side of the equality, merge similar terms, 
then compare cne coefficients. 
(2) Multi-instance numerical verification: take five distinct values & , &, $, _f4, 
X15 of x, bstbstitute ach of them for x in (1 ), then calculate ( 1 )V respectively. If for 
each $ (j = 1,2,3,4,5), ( 1) holds, then (1) is identical. Ot enwise (1) is an algebraic 
equation, with degree not more than 4, it is impossible that (1) has five roots. 
(3 1 Single-instan erical verification: take a large em positive number 
p and 2 such that Zf for x=Z9 (1) holds, then (1) is tical. Or else, by 
transporting and packing terms we infer the equation 
from (1). Assume cO # 0. If 2 were the root of (2), when 1.3 3 1, we should have 
Now take p = tic11 9 > p implies that 9 is not a root of (2). 
The verification of an algebraic identity is intrinsically interrelated with the proof 
of equality theorem in elementary geometry, which is due to Wu Wentsun’s work 
15, 6, 1 I]_ As a result, each of the three above verifying methods can be regarded 
as the basis of relevant ideas in mechanical theorem pr Gng. Wu’s method uses the 
method of formal calculation. 
Along the lines of sing!e-instance numerical verification (3), Hong Jiawei suggested 
the method of geometry theorem proving [2,3]. His work aroused the interest of 
many colleagues. Further discussion of the computational complexity and the 
practica! feasibility of his method is pending. 
From the numerical verification (2), Zhang Jingzhong and Yang Lu pronosed the 
parallel idea and the parallel numerical method of geometry theorem proving. In 
recent years, practical research on the feasibility of this method has been undertaken 
[I9 4, 121. As the result indicates, it is acceptable on the complexity of both memory 
and time. The method can be used to prove non-triv geometric theorems by 
microcomputer, even by hand. Moreover, this method n also be used to prove 
some quite difficult geometric inequality successfully [4]. 
With the aid of this method, the authors discovered certain kinds of new non-trivial 
theorems, including a number of somewhat unexpected results, e.g. Example 4.3 
and 4.4 in the paper. 
2. Elementary lemmas 
To develop the multi-point numerical verification in Section 1 to the mechanical 
method for geometry theorem proving, we have to overcome two obstacles: one is 
io CiiCiif. the Gas2 uf uaiiv;ahdhz io i’nai UT in&i-varia Ie, the other is to turn the 
verification of geometric proposition into that of algebraic identity. The two following 
lemmas are introduced for these purposes. 
At first, we give the following. 
IMMiion 2.1. Suppose S, , S, . . . , S,,, are m subsets f the set AT, S, has t, ~lern~nts~ 
where tJ is a positive inte er, forj== 1,2 ,..., the Cartesian product of 
the above n# subsets 
the m-dimensional lattice array sn K, the array ( t, , 12. . . . , lnl) the size t$ the lattice 
urra~. Clearly, S has t,~, 6 . 6 t,,, elements. 
then, f is identical to zero- 
Proof. induction on m. m = 1, f is a polynomial in xi, with Aqree not more than 
nI,. Correspondingfy, one-dimensional lattice array is a subset of K with size f n, -t 11, 
i.e. there are n, f 1 eiements in S. If f is not identical to zero but it vanishes on S, 
then f has n, + E roots at least, which contradicts the fact that $ has only n, roots. 
Suppose chat the theorem is true for m = j. Let us prove it is also true for m = j + 1. 
Write f(x, , x2,. . . , 5, xr+ )) in the following form: 
For convenience, let x = xi+ F z n = nj+l, where cc, = Q (x, , . . . , x,) is 
in x,, X2,...* xi with degree in xk not more than nh. 
Suppose there is a (j+ 1 )-dimensional lattice array S = S, x S2 x l - l x Si, I on K 
withsize (nr+l, n,fl,...,n,+, t t ), such that J’ vanishes over S. Take an element 
(x^,, L, . . . , i$) in S* = St x S2 x 8 - . x Sf. f(l;, , .-k, . . , ,2,? x) is a potynomtal in x 
with degree not more than n. By induction hypothesis, 
j-(x”,, 22,. . . , z,, 2) =o (7) 
for any 2 E S!+, . Since S,,, has n i- 1 elements, .f(x,, k, . . . , ?,, x) is identical to 
zero. Hence, 
c&,21,... ,$)=O (k=O,l,2 ,..., n) (8) 
for any element (2, , L, . . . , $) in S*, where S* is a j-dimensional lattice array wit 
size (n, + 1, n?+ 1,. . . , -?, + 1). By induction hvpothesis, we have that cL is identical w 
t0 zero, SO is f(X, , X-, , . . . , Xj, Xj+ 1). 0 
LtZ a 2.2 completes the extension of 
to that 811 multi-variable. Now we 
proposition into an alge 
any poiynomial q, we derhste t
ts 
0 a senes 
(22) 
’ l , u,,, x] such that 
(m,,== m, m I = 0, 
(23) 
(241 
PI d m, 2 - m, ,-4--P (j=1,2 ,..., k;i-1, 
+l, satisfying (22), (23), (241, for j 
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QW Iet us prove p*1, where e wi e 
th 
ecause of (12). uppose that (38) is true for = 60. ==W+l,wehav 
We will cite the following immediate glsral 
are the principal bases of the subsequent sections. 
deg(R, tl,)~ ,W deg(g, u,)+(ml--m-t- q&f, f.4). 
illustration of the method 
dean geometry, 
l3j potheses of 
By Lemma 2.2, to assert that R is identical to Tern,, we need only verify that R 
vanishes over a lattice array with size 
eg(R,u,)+l,deg(R,u,)+l,...,deg(R,u,,)+l). (49) 
We ore than one method using the 
is equal to zero wit odt calculating R. We 
6) to decide whether R 
ent va les 
the same theaf 
even cm a pocket computer. 
position is false, t e algarithm cm stop v~h~n m-w i 
it is favaufabte pafticulafiy IQ cl~~pfme a conjecture. 
(6) it is applicable t prove geometric theore 
3.1. In genera!, many of the hypotheses of ~~~~~~~t~i~ 
fatic equations. Zt is uncomplicated to talc 
variables after taking u^!, ik, . . . , i,,. If there are equations 
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the hypotheses, we can only obtain the approximate values of iJ, and thus the 
approximaLe v&e of G( &, , . . . , i&, XA,, . . . , x”,). Is it exactly equal to zero? 
Suppcse F;. and G are polynomials with integral coefficients, then R is also a 
polynomial with integral coefficients. If the values of the independent variables are 
integers, the value of R is also an integer. ‘#hen I;“(;, , &, . _ . , z2,, ) z 0, we have 
IN 2, ) $2.. . . ) &,,I 3 1. (50) 
6), we conclude 
IRI 1 
IG'=10,32...Q,I~IQI~~...QI('o* 
I 
It is not hard to estimate the upper bound of the coefficients and degrees of Qj from 
4 and G. So, we can estimate the upper bound M of IQ, Q2 . . . Qlil for a parricular 
set of $1, 22~. . . . ) r;,,, +, _c, .. . , 2,. If ICI f 0, then 
1 I 
1 
G “M. (52) 
We can estimate G accurately so that the error is less than l/(LM), the exact value 
of G equals zero only if the approximate vzlce of iG1 i> less than ij(2lvi). 
The pre-estimation for the coefficients and degrees of Qj, and how to assure the 
precision of estimation for G, forms another subject for study. 
QomaP~ T. 7 AFgh-.- trrJr:...r l I- - - - @ 
_.A__-._. L. “._. . L.-b. OURIug LllC varuei 0: 41’) . . . , i&, the value of Xi may not be unique. 
At this moment, we can choose any value of 5, since in the right side of (46), R 
contaius only u,, M?, . s . , u,,, so that for the same i&, &, . . . , i;,,, satisfying (45), the 
choice of values for 2, such that the value of R is fixed if (45) holds, does not matter. 
The following examples show that we can proX10 mn v cI .., -trivial geometric theorems, 
including new theorems by the parallel numerical method. 
(Simson’s Theorem). Let P be a point on the circumscribed circle of 
triangle ABC. From P, perpendiculars are drawn to BA, CA, AB. the feet of ihe ._.. 
perpendiculars are R, S, T, re spectively. Prove that R, S, T are collinear. 
suppose the Descartes coordinates of points A, B, C, P, R, S, ‘I’, are (xi, )?; j
(i=i,s.. ,7), respectively. Let the circumcenter of triangle ABC be the origin, the 
circumradius be 1, the coordinates of P (x4, yJ) = ( 1,O). As R is in BC, S in CA, T 
in AR, we have 
(xs, YS) = Ah, y,)+(l --Ah, vd, 
(-~,,.).hj=t-k(-~3,))2)+(1 -j-m,,‘,), 
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PP 1 
II) p, p- The hypotheses 
of the proposition are expressed as follows: 
H,: Xi+)‘; = 1, 
H,: x;+_y; = 1, 
H,: x;+y; = 1, 
H,: 2 (1 -Ax -(l -h)_X&_X~-x~)-(hy~+(l -h )rt?)( v-- v1)=0, . . _- . . 
w._ 
1. Hs: 
’ ._ 
(1 -p~~-u-~)~~,)(-~z--~,)-(yy~+(1 -&y,)( W-y,) =O, . . 
I&: \q -px, - (1 -p)x_l)(x, -x~)-(~?‘~+(i-p)y~)(?‘,-y~)=O. 
_. 
where Y,, Hz, H3 indiL&.e that A, B, C are on the unit circle, H4, H5, H, indicate 
that PRiBC, PSXA, PTIA‘&y.The conclusion to be proved is given by 
i.e. 
Substituting X, p, p for x5, x6, x7, _vs, _I+,, _v7 in the last expression, we &rain 
c: (Ax:+(l -A)X&nJ+tl -/.L)_v, -p_v, -(I -p)_h) 
+(pq+(i -p)x,Npy,+(l -p).vz-Ayr(l -A)yd - 
+ (p-x, + ( 1 - p)x2)( Ay-, + ( 1 - A )y3 - ILJ’~ - ( 1 - 9 )y, ) = 0. 
To reduce H, , I-L, H3, take an usual transformation 
Then, thz hypotheses equations can be w.‘i-“Cerl 25 _. 
H,: F,(u,,v,)=u,v~-1=o, 
H,: E(U-,, v,) = U~v~- 1 =o, 
H,: WJ.3, v3)= u3v3- 1 =o, 
H,: FI(t!,, la?, v2, vz, A) ==O, 
H,: W4,u3, VI, ?M)=O’, 
H,: F*(u,, 242, VI) u,, PJ =o, 
the conclusion equation as 
C: G(u,,~y,, uj, ~1, u, v,,A,p,p)=O. 
We need only estimate the degrees in each variabi:, %.-;ith(I.\;t vvrjti.::?, tbc dccu;atV 
expressions. 
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By a 9-dimensional vector we denote the degrees of a polynomial in U, , u2, u3, 
vl , v2, v3, A, iv, p. In practice, 
deg(G) 5 (1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1) 
expresses that the degree of G in the nine variables is not more than 2, and 
deg(F& (lt l,O, 1, l,O,O,O, 1). 
By the Corollary 2.5 of Lemma 2.3, dividing G by Fb (in p), we obtain R6, such that 
det(R&(2,2,1,2,2,1,1,1,0). 
Since 
deg(F,?~(l,O, Ll,O, Lo, Lo), 
dividing R, by Fs (in p), we obtain Rs, such that 
deg(R,) c (3,2,2,3,2,2,1,0, O), 
dividing R5 by F4 (in A ), we obtain RI, such that 
deg(RJ d (3,3,3,3,3,3,0,0,0). 
Regarding u, , u2, u3 as independent variables, dividing R by F, I P;;, F, successively, 
we obtain R only in u, , u2, u3 : 
That means we need only verify the theorem on a iatticc array wtth SIX (7, 7, 7jl. 
The geometric significance is: choose arbitrarily 7 points on the unit circle (may be 
imaginary point, e.g. (a, &j)), take any 3 points as A, B, C, then verify G = 0 
true or false. Suppose P is one of the 7 points. Obviously, if P coincides with one 
of A, B, C, then G = 0. If two of A, B, C are coincident, also G = 0. Deleting these 
trivial instances. the number of instances to be verified is 
6(6x5x4)=20, 
which is; easy to do on a microcomputer. 
In practice, we first choose ar, , u2, uj, then turn them into xi, yj for calculation, 
so that VP 0~11 “~a *ha nr;&ag equations without doing the transformation. Since * w Lulr U3b Cllb “I .gi..r_.. 
it only involves rational operations, we can avoid the errors of values in the computer. 
(P/&my’s 7’Ireovenl). A, B, C and Tb are four points on a circle. Show 
ABCDsAr,.wC*AC.BD=O. 
Suppose the hypotheses are 
Meckatlical theorem provitag 
the conclusion is 
J[(x, -x,Y+(_Y, -y~)‘][c~.l-.y_!‘i-(y~-y4)?] 
BY h-H4, 
*4(x1 -XqWYl -Y4)21[(x,--x3~2+(y,-y~)2] 
f 4C xl-x.l)'+(y,-y,)~][(x,-x,)~f(y,-y,)~]=o. 
the conclusion becomes 
Ju -vY--YlYdU -W4-Y3Y4) 
*J(T_x,x,-Y,Y4)(1 --x&--y~yJ 
-__ 
fJF-K&-y,y,)(l -x2xL$-yly4) =o. 
ACLer removing the signs of the square roots twice, we have 
c: G(x,,X2,X~,X4,Y,,Y2,Yz,Y4)=0, 
the s~rn of degrees of in 2; and y; is not more than 2, for each fixed subscriPt i. 
Take the transformation 
xi =4<u;+ v,), 
1 
yj=z(uj-v;), (i= 1,2,3,4). 
The hypotheses become 
Idi: ii,V, = 1 (i = !,2,3,4), 
and the conclusion becomes 
where the degree in each variable is not more than 2. Substituting I’, = u, ’ in G*, 
and eliminating denominators, we obtain 
qu,, l.42, u3, u,) = 0, 
where deg( @, Ui) < 4 (i = 1, 2, 3, 4). According to Lemma 2.2, aPI we have to do is 
verify the conclusion on a lattice array with size (5, 5, 5, 5), e.g. take 
ui E: (1, et2sr/5)i, e(4n/5)i, e--127ri5)i, e-t4sr/5)i), 
where i = 1, 2, 3,4, i.e. all tl, _ ‘care the vertices of a regll!ar pentagon. We notice that 
Ui f U, for i #j. If two vertices of a quadrangle are coincident, the theorem holds 
obviously. Now, we need only discuss the cases in which U, , u2, uj, u4 are mutually 
distinct. I[n these cases, the validity of Ptolemy’s Theorem turns into the validity of 
equsiity a’ = a + 1, where a is the ratio of the diagonal length to t e side length of 
a regular pentagon. 
Using one trivial instance we have proved th oiemy’s Theore f course, 
such examples are very rare. Usually, we to calculate several numericaf 
instances, as in Example 4.11. 
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Now, let us introduce two new theorems of spherical geometry which we found 
by mean: of +?I: parallel numerical method. 
Exartlplfe 4.3. Suppose the area of a spherical triangle on a unit sphere is T. Show 
the spherical distance of any two midpoints of sides is in, i.e. the midpoints of three 
sides form an equilateral right triangle. 
Let A, B, C denote the three angles of the triangle and a, 6, c denote the 
corresponding sides, respectively. Suppose the spherical distance of the two mid- 
points of a, b is m. By the Cosine Law, we have 
cos m = cos C sin ia sin :b + clps ia cos lb, 
the conclusion of the theorem, m = :T, is equivalent to 
cos C sin ia sin :b -I- cos ia cos ib = 0. 
In order to eliminate the half angles, transpose the term<, the; c&&te the square. 
We obtain 
cos’C(l-cosa)(l-cosb)=(l+cosa)(l+cosb), 
where cos a and cos b can be defined as follows 
cos A = cos a sin B sin c --OS 63 ros C, 
cos B -= cos b sin A sin C - cos A cos C- 
The hypothesis of the theorem, the area is n. is equivalent to A -- B + C = 2n. So, 
we can repiace cos C and sin C with cos(A f B j and -sin(A + B) t 3 eliminate angle 
C in the above equalities, Let 
&$I = cos a, s2 = cos b, 
the conclusion can be written as the polynomial equality 
C: G(cos A, cm I?, sin A, sin I?, s, , s2) = 0. 
It is easy to see, in each term of G, the sum of degrees in cos A and sin A and the 
sum of degrees in cos B and sin B are not more than 2. 
The hypotheses (i.e. the two above cosine formulas concerning cos /r ar:d cos bj 
can be written as follows 
!-I;’ .~~(COS A, ccs -P, sin A, sin B, s, , s2) = 0, 
I-I,: j&s A, co:, B, slrjl A, sin B, 31, .G) = 0. 
In each term of fi, the sum of degrees in cos A and sin ,/I is not more than 1, the 
sum of degrees in cos B and sin B is not more than 2, the degrees in sI and sz are 
not more thzn 1 and 0, respectively. And in each term of$z, the sum of degrees in 
sin A is not more than 2, the sum of degrees in cos and sin B is not 
ore than I, the de sz are not more t Ha 
Mechanical theorem proving 
Leading into new variables 
Ul 
= ei,A, i 13 u2=e . 
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Substituting them in fi, f2, G and reducing the denominators, we obtain 
I-l,: fT(tli, it!?, sl, hj=o, 
i-i,: f!(u,, 242, s1, s’j=o, 
c: G*(u~,u-,,s~,S~)=o, 
where the degrees off?, j”T and G” in variables are not rnore than (2, 4, I,0 j, (4, 
2, 0, 1) and (4, 4, 1, l), respectively. By Corollary 2.5 of Lemma 2.3, we know that 
if we divide G* by f?, fT (in sI , s), we obtain the polynomial equality 
@h u2)=0, 
where the degrees of @ in u,, u2 are not more than 10. By Lemma 2.2, regarding 
the symmetry, we need only verify 66 pairs of variables (u, , u,). 
Example 4.4. Given a sphericai iriangie w’n~se pehetel; is hdf of the leiigtti of the 
great circle. Prove the sum of the cosines of the three internal angles equals 1. 
Let the lengths of sides be LI, b, c, the corresponding internal angles be A, B, C, 
respectively. By the Cosine Law, we need only prove 
cossr--cosb*cos~+cosb-cosr~cosa+_cosc-cosa*cos6 -= 
sin b l sin c sin co sin c sin a - sin b 
1. 
-.- 
Ellminaliiig the derioriiiriaiurs, we have a iriariguiar puiyrKWii;di CL~U;i~ily. 
-sin cm cos c=O. 
By the hypothesis, a + b + c = 7~, we can replace sin c and cos c 
-cos(a + b). Eliminating c from the last expression, we obtain 
with sin(a + b) and 
G(cos a, sin a, cos 6, sin 6) = 0, 
where, in each term, the sum of degrees in cos a and sin a is not more than 2, 
similarly with cos 6 and sin b. Now lead into new variables 
u, = e’“, lb uz=e . 
After substituting and reducing the demoninators, we obtain the equality to be proved 
dqu, , u_l) = 0, 
where the degrees of @ in U, , t.b, are not more than 4. So we nee only verify the 
theorem on a lattice array with size (5,5), in a etry; we can conclude 
our theorem by calculating 15 instances. 
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This theorem 1s quite odd; it is hard to imagine that 
certain perimc:er, 3; sum of cosines of internal angles 
similar result in Euclidean or Lobachevsky geometry. 
for some triangle with a 
is invariant. There is no 
Example 4.5 (Pappus’ Theorem). Given two distinct lines 1, rn. Let A, 9 AZ, A3 be 
on I, and B, , B2, B3 be on tn. By C3 9 C2, C, denote the intersection points of A, B2 
pna Q 4 A r, r.,.? .4 D ri..ir , LlUl ) 1 UJ Q“” r\J”l, A2B: and AzB2, rsspectiveiy. Show C, , C2, and C3 are 
collinear. 
We only discuss the case in which I and m are not parallel. We can choose I as 
the X-axis, m as the Y-axis. Let the coordinates of A,, A?, A3 be (u, , 0), ( u2, 0), 
(u3,00), B,, I%, B3 be (0, u,), (0, ~4, (0, u.4, and C!, C7 G be G~lr~lJ9 i-~,_~4, -9 
(x.3, .v.& 
The hypotheses of the theorem are 
. 
I . U~X_J+tf,~~~-U,U~=o, 
if_7. z:,x3 i tJ,y{ - l!zU, =o, 
H3: v_tX~+la!~,-u!v~=O~ 
H,: u,x~-!- u3y, - u3u; = 0, 
H,: #.9,x, -I== uzy, - u,v_J = 0, 
H,: U$, + u_q y, - UJ & = 0, 
. 9ncI thP pnnolalcac\yI ;c U..U C1.W ~“..~IUdI”LI 13 
1 x, y1 i . 
c: x2 J’z 1 = 0. 
x.1 ?“3 1 
By H ,-H6, the dependent variables can be expressed as fo!!ows 
where L, L, & are the polynomials in u,, u3, IA, uz, M, llvi,, h_& are the polynomials 
. 
in 241, II>, VI, ~1, and N, N,, N2 are the pol;lnomials in U, i u2 i v! i v2; the degrees 
in each variable are not more than 1. Substituting intn lhe co~ac~usion a d eliminating 
the denominators, we have 
I L, L_1 L 
CD = i M, I@. !u 
f% N1 
= 0, 
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where the degree of @ = @( ui, u2, u3 4 t+ ) IA, UJ in each variable is obviously not 
more than 2. So we can choose (0, 1, 2) as the range of each variable. It is clear 
that U, = 0 implies that A, is the origin, at this moment, there are two of C, f G, CT 
coincident; obviously the theorem is true. Thus we can choose uI , u-, , u3 in (1,2); 
this means that there are two of A,, Al, A3 coincident, e.g. A, and AZ are coincident, 
so all C,, C, CX are on A,B,; the theorem is again true. We have turned the theorem 
into trivial cases. 
xample 1.6 ( Morley’s theorem). Given a triangle, a trisectrix of each angle intersects 
the adjacent trisectrix of another angle. Such three intersection points form an 
equilateral triangle. 
For converience, we suppose the three angles are 3A, 34 3C. By the Sine Law 
and Co:,ine Law, we write the conclusion of the theorem as follows 
[sin Cm sin 3B l sin(A + II) l sin( B + C)]’ 
+[sin ,R- sin3C. r;n(_f +i4) - c:*l-+--C)-j’ s;;;, L Lll..,” 
- [sin (‘ l sin 3A l sin( C + A) l sin( A + B)]’ 
-c sin A l sinJC> sin(C+Aj - sin(B+C)]’ 
-2cosAsinRsinCsin3Bsin3Csin(C+A)sin(A+B) 
l sin’(B+C)+2cos B-sin C-sin Asin3Csin3A 
2 sin< 6 -+ 0 - sin(A + 5) l ciig’(C f ,h.) = (j. 
As usual, we turn the trigonometric function into the exponential function. Let 
iA i I3 
ul=e , U7 = _ e, y=e”, x=JT. 
The hypothesis, A + B + C = :n, can be expressed as follows: 
l-4,: X2 + 3 = 0, 
l-l,: 1 tx--2u,U~y=0, 
arQ the conclusion as 
C: G(u,, a,y)=O. 
which is concluded by eliminating the dependent variable y (dividing G b 
where the degrees of G1 in es,, LC? are not more than 20. 
eliminate X, the degrees in variables wcu!d increase to 48. L?ki here, we take another 
way. 
v -c LC;i 
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By H,, we only need to decide whether @,( u,, u,) and G7( u,, ZL) are identical to 
0. By Lemma 2.2, each of them should be verified on a lattice array of size (2 1 9 21). 
Considering the symmetry, we need only verify 210 pairs of variables (u, , u,). 
ple 4.7 (Butterfly 7leorem). From ha, the midp t of a chord PQ of a circle, 
aw other chords AB and CD, the chords AD and intersect PQ in X and Y, 
respectively. Show M is also the midpoint of XY. 
We can estimate the degree of R, a polynomial only in independent variables ul, 
u2, us, in each uj not more than 8. Since A, C, Q are not coincident with P( 11,0), 
and distinct mutually. We need only verify 8 x 7 x 6 = 336 instances. 
xample 4.8 (Feuerbach’s ??zeorem). The nine-point circle of a triangle ir tangent 
with the circles which contact with all sides of the :riangle. 
We can estimate the degree of R, the last polynomial in two independent variables 
us and u2, in each Ui not more than 16, so we need verify 17 x 17 = 289 instances. 
Appendix 
The running time of the above examples on the PB-700 pocket computer (storage 
4K (can be expanded to 16K), significant digit length 12, language BASIC) 
Example 4.1. 40 s, each instance 2 s. 
Example 4.2. Need not run. 
Example 4.3. 150 s, each instance 3 s. 
Example 4.4. 11 s, each instance 1 s. 
Example 4.5. Need not run. 
Example 4.6. 23 min; for this example, we designed a program of doubling 
precision for the operation using a significant digit length of 17, so the calculation 
slows down. 
Exampie 4.7. 17 min. 
Example 4.8. 15 min; a program of doubling precision was used. 
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